**BRADLEY SPRING ROUNDTABLE**

**Integrated Liberal Studies 157**

**Spring RT is similar to Fall RT in basic terms.....**
- Like everything in the BLC, the course allows you to explore & understand the world around you in an unconventional way
- 1 credit graded as credit/no credit
- You may register for 1 section only on your MyUW page
- Sections typically meet in Bradley (locations posted in January)

**...but beyond that the course is quite different.**
- Sections are an eclectic mix of student-requested topics and personal interests of faculty fellows.
- Sections may not meet on a weekly basis but may convene for longer periods of time per meeting.
- Some sections may have some out-of-pocket costs for supplies, but costs will be minimal & discussed in your sections.
- There are no dinners associated with Spring Roundtable

---

**Harry Potter Book Club with Susan Brantly**

- **Wednesdays 5pm**
- **23826 (1)**

Before the invention of TV, film, and Facebook, people would sit and read books to each other for entertainment. We will read book #5, The Order of the Phoenix, out loud, so that it becomes a communal experience and everyone can jump in and comment on Rowling’s word games, allusions, and Riddles (pun intended). The group will organize a Harry Potter film marathon and engage in other Potter-like activities.

**Sherlock with Jeff Henriques**

- **Alternating Mondays 7-9pm**
- **23230 (2)**

A modern cinematic version of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s detective tales, this British series has received great reviews over its two season run. Whether you are new to the series or already familiar with the adventures of Holmes and Watson, this RT will acquaint you with the devious underworld of modern London!

**Mindfulness & Meditation with Ann Groves Lloyd**

- **Wednesdays 4:30pm**
- **23827 (3)**

We've all heard that meditation is good for us – can help us rewire our brain to be happy, bring about a sense of calm and peace, and contribute to overall well-being. But how do we get ourselves started on a daily practice of meditation? What are the differences between “Mindfulness” and “Guided Meditation?” How many different ways are there to meditate, and which one is the right one for me? Join me in a journey to answer these and other questions, and set ourselves on a path of daily meditative practice.

**Tolkein Movies with Scott Mellor**

- **Thursdays 7pm**
- **23231 (4)**

Calling all Tolkein fans! Take a theatrical journey through Tolkein’s Wilderland with Bilbo Baggins & Faculty Fellow Scott Mellor. Watch the movies & discuss the ideas & influences behind what you see!

**News of the Week with Joe Elder**

- **Wednesdays 5pm**
- **23232 (5)**

You’re already aware that you are a part of the UW-Madison community, but how often do you consider that you are also a citizen of a larger international culture? This weekly RT will keep you abreast of what is happening around the world, from Alabama to Zimbabwe & everywhere in between!

**Hike or Bike with Tom Dubois**

- **Alternating Thursdays 3:30-5:30pm**
- **23829 (7)**

Hike or bike as an end to a hectic week! Walk off some of those tensions and trials that make it hard to enjoy school, keep yourself centered, and explore some fun spots around central Madison. And once winter melts away to spring we can switch to biking around the city instead!

**Baking & Movies with Beth Altschafl**

- **Multiple Fridays 1-4pm**
- **23828 (6)**

Spend your Friday afternoons creating sweet treats & watching movies! We’ll pick a delicious recipe to try, mix up the ingredients, pop it in the oven, & watch a movie while it bakes to perfection! Due to the size of the Bradley kitchen this section is limited to 8 people.

**Cheese: What Makes Wisconsin Famous with Jeff Kollath**

- **Wednesdays 3:30-5pm**
- **23233 (8)**

Wisconsin is known for many things, but above all, it is, and will always be AMERICA'S DAIRYLAND. Producing more than 35% of the nation’s cheese, Wisconsin cheesemakers produce hundreds of different varieties, from 18-year old cheddar to the stinkiest limburger imaginable. This eight-week Bradley course will discover how cheese is made, from farm to factory; learn about the UW’s important role in cheese production and research; talk to cheesemakers and cheesemongers; visit local cheese shops; determine the best cheese curds in the area; and, of course, eat a little bit of cheese each and every week. This course will meet six times on Wednesday afternoons, and also on two TBD Friday or Saturday mornings so we can visit a local cheese factory and the Dane County Farmers’ Market. Enrollment is limited to FIVE students, and there will be a $20.00 course fee payable the first week. Contact Jesse Wahl if you are interested in being on the waitlist for this section. Owning a foam cheesehead is not a pre-requisite (nor recommended) for this course. This course will run from March 11, 2015 through May 6, 2015.